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Breed-specific legislation-Biting Back against Unfair laws
By Kendall Swiderski

An owner and their dog are living their life as normal. They are trained well, are friendly towards
other dogs and people, and love kids. One day the police show up to their door and tell the owner
that it’s breed is illegal in this city, and needs to be taken away to be euthanized. The police gruffly
drags the dog away. Why, because the dog looks dangerous.

Breed specific legislation (BSL) is when a city, county, or county bans or places restrictions on the
ownership of certain dog breeds. These laws are made in order to reduce dog bites, and ensure the
safety of citizens.
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Common breeds to be affected are American Stafisdore Terriers, American Pit Bull Terriers,
American Bulldog, Cane Corso, Staffordshire Bull Terriers, English Bull Terriers, Rottweilers,
Mastiffs, Dalmatians, Chow Chows, German Shepherds and Doberman Pinschers.
More than 700 US cities have adopted some form of BSL. Out of 196 countries worldwide, 43 have
some sort of BSL laws enacted. In Illinois, there are 6 cities with laws affecting only certain dog
breeds.
BSL may seem like a smart move; cities are trying to keep their citizens safe from dog bites. Making
new laws could help prevent people from being injured. Unfortunately, BSL is just an easy fix which
is not addressing the core of the problem. Banning one dog breed will not reduce the number of dog
bites in a community.
According to Lauren Lonski, the humane education manager at Naperville Area Humane society,
“We actually see if breed specific legislation is enacted, sometimes people think ‘oh this type of dog
is gone from the situation’ or has to be muzzled or whatever the requirement and they lower their
guard around other dogs who have the same potential to bite.”
Adding these types of rules can be harmful to a community, and it can also be harmful for the dogs
involved. Many people assume that the dogs would be judged on their true breed, but this idea is
not necessarily true. A majority of the dogs are judged on looks alone.
Using methods of identification based on looks is unreliable. Maggie's fund conducted an
experiment with four Florida shelters. The shelter workers were given a sample of dogs, and they
had to guess which breeds were pitbulls.
Out of the 120 total dogs, 55 dogs were labeled as pit bulls. After the dogs were DNA tested, it was
determined that only 25 were identified as true pitbulls. Along with this, only 8% of the true pitbulls
were identified by staff. The rest were labeled as a different breed.
Adam Fein, a pitbull owner and trainer, stated “I think pitbull itself is not a real breed, it is a slang
name for a dog with short hair, big head, and muscular.”
Even if banning a dog based on breed was effective, there is no reliable, cost effective way to label
the dogs.
Most of these laws disproportionately affect pitbulls as compared to other breeds of dogs, but are
pitbulls actually a dangerous breed? There has been no scientific evidence to prove that these dogs
are any more dangerous than other breeds,where does this misconception come from?
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One reason why there may appear to be more dog bites coming from pitbulls is that a “pit bull” is
not a real dog breed. Instead, it is an umbrella term
encompassing dogs that look a certain way such as a
stafisdore terrier and cane corso. There is more than
one dog breed feeding into the same count for dog bites
for one breed.
Another reason misconceptions happen is because
people will believe what they want to believe. If there is
somebody who is already scared of pitbulls and gets
attacked by a medium sized short furred dog, they are
more likely to say that it is a pit bull.
When being attacked by a dog, most people will not be studying the dog breed. Even if they were,
as mentioned earlier this guess on breed can not be reliable. So, it is hard to gage an exact number of
dog bites for any one breed.
The news also plays an influence on creating bias. Fein claims that, “A lot of the time in the
newspapers you read the exception, and not the norm. You know the norm is a happy go lucky dog
that loves everybody, and the exception is when you have the incidents you read about in the
newspapers.” If people rely solely on the news for their information, they will not be able to see the
true reality of a situation.
According to Fein “fear sells,” and a newspaper is more likely to gain traction if the audience is
scared. Because of this fact, more people will see the scary side of something, instead of the normal
scenario.
Any dog can bite, how can banning specific breeds be a solution to the full problem? The
communities are acting out of fear, but there are better solutions to dog bites.
The main alternative to BSL is breed neutral legislation (BNL). In BNL, instead of putting
restrictions on certain dog breeds, it places restrictions in order to make sure that the dog owners
are doing their part in reducing dog bites.
Restrictions can look like making it illegal to keep a dog on a chain/tether, and stopping dog abuse.
According to replacedenverbsl.org, in 2006 a dog which is chained is 2.8 times more likely to bite,
and 84% of dogs that bit were “abused or neglected, inhumanely controlled and contained, or
allowed to interact with children unsupervised.”
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Another alternative is education. Many dog bites could have
been avoided if the person being bitten understood dog
body language. Children are also the common receivers of
dog bites, as they may not know to respect the dog’s space.
Lowski promoted the best ways to prevent dog bites as
“Educating people on dog body language, rules like never
going up to an animal you don’t know, always asking the
owner before you pet an animal, never leaving children or
people with mental disabilities that are not able to read those [body language] signals alone with
animals.”
BSL is an unfair way for communities to stop dog bites, and it is not effective. BSL should be
replaced, and dogs should be allowed to live freely in their homes again. Dogs that were previously
taken or muzzled should be allowed to go back to their homes again. Hopefully, there will be a
happy ending.
Documentary Visual
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